SEL Manufacturing

World-Class Manufacturing—Building
Quality Into Our Products and Services

SEL manufactures the highest
quality products in an atmosphere
of continuous improvement.

SEL Manufacturing Capabilities
■ Design

SEL manufacturing engineering, test engineering, and materials
employees participate on multidisciplinary teams that develop
new products and production processes, focusing on innovation,
functionality, defect prevention, and timely introduction of new
products. Guidelines for design for manufacturability (DFM), design
for testability (DFT), and lessons-learned meetings document best
practices for future product design and production.
■ Manufacturing

SEL operates a world-class manufacturing facility, certified to
the International Standards Organization (ISO) 9001:2008 Quality
Management Systems Standard.
■ Testing

We functionally exercise 100 percent of all boards and assembled
units using automated test stations.
■ Training and Ongoing Customer Support

We support our customers in learning new technology and
maximizing our products and services. Skilled SEL University
instructors teach courses in practical, problem-solving product
applications.

Making Electric Power Safer, More Reliable, and More Economical ®

State-of-the-Art Manufacturing Facility
SEL measures processes from order entry to customer acceptance.
Identifying and measuring quality at each step of the process enable
each department to focus on the most common problems first and
eliminate them in a manner that has the greatest impact on process
improvement. Following SEL values and culture, SEL employees own
problems and seek their resolution.

What Gets Measured, Gets Improved—We measure processes
from order entry to customer acceptance.

Assembler Training—Employees are trained to meet
IPC-A-610 Class 3 certification. All manufacturing positions
require operator certification, and employees receive
both classroom and hands-on training.

SEL knows that our skilled, motivated manufacturing team is one of our most
valuable assets. SEL uses state-of-the-art equipment and controlled processes
to build to the highest workmanship standards (IPC-A-610 Class 3). Assemblers,
inspectors, and test technicians are trained in manufacturing and electronics
technology. Training teams recertify annually through formal testing. SEL
complies with the highest quality standards of electronic assembly and
constantly strives to exceed those requirements.

Surface-Mount Assembly—
We benchmark our processes
against the electronics
industry. Assemblers and
machine operators are trained
in the latest manufacturing
technology and techniques.

SEL’s state-of-the-art manufacturing facility in Pullman, Washington,
reflects our strong commitment to offering our customers unmatched
value in our products and services by leading in price, quality,
features, innovation, delivery, and service.
We are dedicated to continuous, rapid improvement in quality, leadtime, value, and flexibility, and continually strive to exceed both
customer expectations and the highest quality standards by:
• Monitoring and controlling all manufacturing processes and
systems with rigor, exceeding the ISO 9001:2008 Quality
Management Systems Standard

• Developing and documenting robust, repeatable, and scalable
manufacturing processes for continued growth and reduction of
any chance of errors in processes or designs
• Ensuring that our calibration laboratory uses the latest
equipment and National Institute of Standards and Technology
traceable standards for accuracy and proper maintenance of all
measurement and test equipment
• Partnering with our suppliers to ensure the highest possible
quality components

Identifying and Measuring Quality
SEL manufacturing employs many methods to ensure that the
design process output meets manufacturing operations needs and
is sufficiently coordinated for a trouble-free and timely introduction
of products. In addition to DFM and DFT guidelines that contain best
practices based on manufacturing production yields and processes,
SEL uses a formal procedure to plan, monitor, and complete new
product introductions. The day-to-day manufacturing operations are
documented, controlled, monitored, evaluated, and improved upon in
order to meet key performance requirements and minimize rework.
Key methods include:
• Documenting work instructions
• Measuring key performance requirements
• Reporting on, analyzing deviation from, and improving our
ability to meet key performance requirements
• Performing thorough tests

Automated Conformal Coating—We have the
ability to conformally coat boards using the latest
technology. The conformal coating material is
UL 746E and 94VI compliant.

Automatic Insertion—Most leaded components are placed in
the boards with automated axial and radial insertion machines.
These machines verify component value, trim, form, insert, and
clinch components to the printed circuit board.

Wave Soldering—Wave solder operators own
the daily maintenance and assist with weekly
maintenance of the machines, as well as monitoring
the quality of the process for each board assembly.

Assembly—All employees focus on quality. Assemblers use “one up/one
down” inspection on the line to improve quality.

Automated Wire Processing—We automatically
cut, strip, label, and attach terminations and
measure crimp height of our wire assemblies.
We consistently meet IPC-A-610 Class 3 standards.

Environmental Stress Screening—Every product is functionally tested,
and all products are exposed to an environmental stress chamber at
—40° to +85°C for 4 cycles over 2.5 hours. All electronic products are
functionally tested prior to unit assembly, defects are recorded, and
quality measures are reviewed daily.

SEL Manufacturing

Testing—Automated test stations require limited operator
intervention, provide improved test coverage, and automatically
collect and record test and calibration data. Test data are sent with
all relays, meters, and computer products.

Out-of-Box Audit (OOBA)—This evaluation simulates customer receipt.

The SEL Product Hospital exemplifies our dedication to quality
products and customer satisfaction. Our ten-year written warranty
brings products back to the Product Hospital for repair and
root-cause analysis. From these repair data, we initiate product or
process improvement actions.
• We respond to every product problem quickly and drive to
the root cause.
• We want the power system working again as soon as possible,
no matter what caused the problem.
• We don’t charge for analysis or repair of a problem, even if
caused by a customer error.
• We use the information gained to provide our Research
and Development Division with further insight into product
features and customer needs.
Product Hospital—The Product Hospital exemplifies our dedication
to quality products and customer satisfaction. The service provided
by our Product Hospital goes well beyond the SEL worldwide, ten-year
product warranty.
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